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1. Rounding And Remainder Operations

Given the types of rounding modes and the tie-breaking resolution strategy for rounding

to nearest,

enum roundModeIs // IEEE 754 Rounding Modes

{

nearest, // the default, strictly round-to-nearest

above, // towards positive infinity, i.e. take the ceiling

below, // towards negative infinity, i.e. take the floor

truncated // towards zero, i.e. discard the fractional part

};

enum roundTiesTo // the tie-breaking resolution strategy for round-to-nearest

{

even,

odd,

away,

};

If the routine round() is to use a default rounding technique which is the mix of

roundModeIs.nearest + roundTiesTo.even

and have the type of rounding it uses be decided at compile time, its prototype must be

inline proc round

(

x : real(?w),

param ties = roundTiesTo.even,

param mode = roundModeIs.nearest

)

: real(w)

The functionality to support all 2019 IEEE 754 (and one newer concept) explicit

rounding requests is achieved with

r = round(x)

r = round(x, roundTiesTo.away)

r = round(x, roundTiesTo.odd)

r = round(x, mode = roundModeIs.above)

r = round(x, mode = roundModeIs.below)

r = prune(x)

The last of those uses rounding Tow ards Zero, i.e. truncation, and is the equivalent of C’s

trunc() routine from its libm. The penultimate is the equivalent of floor(), and the

expression prior to that is ceil(), inline proc aliases for which should be provided.

The matching remainder operations are for x and y of type real(w) are

(r, q) = rem(x, y) // default is roundToNearest + roundTiesTo.even

(r, q) = rem(x, y, roundTiesTo.away)

(r, q) = rem(x, y, roundTiesTo.odd)

(r, q) = rem(x, y, mode = roundModeIs.above)

(r, q) = rem(x, y, mode = roundModeIs.below)

(r, q) = x % y // operator driven remainder - truncated division

where again, the last of those, uses truncation for its division (and is just C’s fmod()

routine from libm which has floating point arguments).
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2. Discussion

With the IEEE 754 standard’s

• default rounding mode being rounding-to-nearest with ties-to-even, and

• C’s libm remainder routine rem also using rounding-to-nearest with ties-to-even;

the use of this same rounding mode in the refactored Chapel routine round() is far more

consistent than the status quo, even though it is a breaking change. Is it acceptable if the

user is (by default) warned by the compiler of this?

We could avoid the breaking change by using the roundTiesTo that matches that in libm

but then that causes a clash with the 2019 IEEE 754’s standard’s default mode for the

remainder operation (which again can be flagged easily by the compiler if it sees it).

Is inconsistency worse than a breaking-change?

Is standard-violation worse than a breaking-change?

Names like remfloor() and remceil() do not make sense and are not used, even as an alias.

The abbreviation trunc() has disappeared to, with its replacement prune() being also a

simple and complete 5-letter English verb like round().

It could be argued that rounding and remaindering are such fundamental operations on a

floating point number that they should be an attribute of the number itself, i.e. not be

separate functions. This also avoids any breaking change.

3. Rounding to an Exact Integral Value

The is achieved by the routine

r = rint(x)

The rounding direction is the applicable rounding-direction attribute. This operation

signals the invalid operation exception for a signaling NaN operand, and for a numerical

operand, signals the inexact exception if the result does not have the same numerical

value as x. This behavious matches that of C and hence maintains the status quo.

The 2008 IEEE 754 concept which was encapsulated in the routine nearbyint() routine

has disappeared in the 2019 standard and it is recommended that Chapel do the same.

For most people, its use case is now covered by the behaviour of

round(x)

and hence, is basically redundant.
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